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From the Editor:

Dear Colleagues,
By the time this edition of IJCP
winds its way to your letterbox,
hopefully the road to recovery from
the Covid-19 emergency will be
under full steam. Also, hopefully,
the human cost of the illness will
not have touched too many of our
members and their families.
While secondary in importance,
there has also been a significant
financial cost to the emergency for
counsellors and psychotherapists.
Anecdotally, I believe that many
of us are equipped to work at a
distance: Over 800 members list
the availability of online/phone
service on the IACP website. But
reports on the uptake of distance
therapy are mixed. Financial
restraints on the part of the public
have no doubt played a large role
in some reluctance to move online,
which is understandable. However,
this period will be an interesting
opportunity to explore the validity
or desirability of online therapy
compared to face to face therapy.
Will it be the case that some
clients do not want online therapy,
or will we all adjust to this brave
new world?
On another note, the shutdown
has opened-up time to take stock
of one’s life and priorities. As
counsellors and psychotherapists,

perhaps we are best placed to
derive meaning from the current
crisis. The necessity to create
meaning, and to make our lives
meaningful is an ever-present
challenge, but now, more than ever,
we are faced with just that task.
One difficulty for many is that
of being socially isolated, which
raises the existential question:
How do I make sense of being
alone in the world while also
paradoxically being social in
nature? Alex Delogu’s article on
the work of Wilfred Bion is quite
apropos in considering the nature
of the self in both standing alone
and in relation to groups. The
conundrum is ‘that people require
groups in order to feel fulfilled,’ but
groups have lives of their own, and
make demands of the individual,
thereby, constraining the self.
Dr. Barbara Moore, in a very
timely article, returns us to the
topic of e-Therapy. Her review of
the literature helps clarify how
effective e-Therapy can be, and
which groups of people in the
population may be best suited
to distance therapy. Indeed,
she points out that therapy
at a distance has a long and
distinguished history, citing Freud’s
use of correspondence to treat
‘Little Hans.’ It seems also, that
some therapists believe that online

therapy lacks a certain quality that
is found face to face. Conversely,
for some clients, e-Therapy may
be preferred. A caution that once
again, clients and therapists
may differ in their interpretations
concerning which aspects of
therapy are efficacious.
Our next article, by Dr. Marion
Mensing, is a substantial, but
thoroughly readable review of the
research comparing the efficacy
of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
with Metacognitive Therapy.
The distinction between these
related but different approaches
is that CBT attempts to change
dysfunctional thoughts, while MCT
prefers to evaluate and increase
awareness of broader thinking
patterns. Or one can say that CBT
works on the result of thinking,
that is, the negative thoughts
themselves, while MCT considers
the thinking itself.
Finally, Dr Ellen Kelly, IACP
Research & Education Officer,
reports on the findings from an
IACP study on public attitudes to
mental health vis-a-vis counselling
and psychotherapy. Interestingly,
such attitudes are far more
positive than I would have
expected, so it does seem that
the work of the IACP to promote
counselling and psychotherapy
in the community, is bearing fruit
across all sectors of Irish society.
There is an intriguing Covid-19 link
to this research also, in that it was
conducted just before the crisis
and consequently, the data make
a great baseline for a comparative
follow-up study. In this way, we
will get a truly clear picture of the
impact of Covid-19 on perceptions
of therapy and mental health.
Dr. Cóilín Ó Braonáin
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Practitioner Perspective

One and Many: Reflections from Bion
By Alex Delogu

T

he fundamentally social nature of people is easy to
overlook from our limited first-person perspective. In
working with groups, Bion reveals some of the conflicts
this social nature entails (1961). Exploring the fuzzy
boundaries between self and world help to frame the
individual as an ecological, interconnected entity

Introduction
his article is concerned with taking
different frames of reference, or
different perspectives, on individuals
and groups. For example, individuals
can be conceptualised both as
an element of a group or a group
can be seen as depending on the
individuals that compose it. The
group can be thought of as primary
or the individual can be thought of
as primary. Like the classic illusion
of the necker cube (Bion, 1961, p.
86-87), where you can take different
perspectives on the same image.
The top-right square face of the cube
can be seen either as the front or the
back of the cube. Neither is incorrect,

T
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but whichever you take leads you in a
different direction. This article is the
result of researching these various
views of identity and then searching
for some resolution.
Alluding to the illusion above, Bion
states that “the apparent difference
between group psychology and
individual psychology is an illusion
produced by the fact that the group
brings into prominence phenomena
that appear alien to an observer
unaccustomed to using the group”
(1961, p. 134). This article is an
exploration of that illusion. One of
Bion’s fundamental starting points is
that people require groups in order
to feel fulfilled (1961, p. 53). The

presence of a group is enough in its
own right to satisfy this requirement,
it is not that the group needs to
be doing anything in particular; Its
existence is enough (1961, p. 54).
From this one might assume then
that group life would be, on the
whole, quite satisfying. Bion would
observe in his groups quite the
opposite. There is something deeply
frustrating about existence in groups
(1961, p. 54). Individuals have to
sacrifice some of their own desires
if they are to exist in a group and
they lack the sort of anonymity that
solitary behaviour provides (1961,
p. 54). Bion then goes on to explore
this problem within the dynamics
of different groups. The focus here
will be more on the nature of the
individual and their relation to group
phenomena.

Necker Cube

The Social Animal
As described by Aristotle, man is a
political animal (Bion, 1961, p.53).
This can be taken in different ways,
but for present purposes it is enough
to consider the term “social” as
exchangeable for “political”: Man
is a social animal. Even this says
too much. An observation of any
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animal species will immediately
lead one to conclude that there is
in fact not much added to the idea
of an animal by calling it social. All
animals come from, or in, groups.
The species always precedes the
individual. Singular animals only exist
at the rather unfortunate point of
their extinction. To take the individual
as the starting point and work back
to the group is in some sense a
mistake but nonetheless inevitable
and this point shall be returned
to later. Each animal has its own
“level” of pack mentality. It might be
assumed that dogs have a strong
pack instinct and suffer acutely from
separation anxiety. On the opposite
end many sea creatures, such as
octopuses, live mostly isolated
throughout their lives (GodfreySmith, 2016, p. 69). The amount
and quality of social interaction
for humans is at the core of group
therapeutic thinking. It is reasonable
to assume that the social instinct
in humans is not equally strong in
every individual. No matter the level
of isolation, every species hinges on
a group phenomena and on mating.
The product of such a meeting being
each successive generation.
Winnicott was aware of this when
he says that there is no “such thing
as an infant” (1960, p. 587), there
is always at least a pair. Most of
the object relations school and
later psychotherapy is also coming
from this perspective: that the
fundamental formation of the self
happens through contact with others
(Gomez, 1997, p. 2; Wallin, 2007).
The role of the physical body and
touch is not to be underestimated
here. As the infant is held, in both
emotional and physical senses, it
starts to integrate this experience
in its formation of self. “[The infant]
will have a sense of coherence, of
having a centre, one which may hold
in temporary absence” (Waddell,
1998, p 29). In this way, similar
to what was said previously, the
development of the self, hinges on

A

n individual
condenses from the
multiple like a raindrop
from a cloud
a social encounter. Again, the group
precedes the individual. This very
process is curious, a self emerging
from an undifferentiated experience
of oneness (Berman, 1989 p.25).
An individual condenses from the
multiple like a raindrop from a cloud.
Thus far we have development
from groups in biological terms and
also in developmental terms. “The
pregnancy of the mother with the
child’s body is in a sense replicated
by the “pregnancy” of the child with
its body image” (1989, p. 34). Body
image here refers more generally to a
unified sense of self.
The “Dividual”
There is another side to this. Things
are rarely very clear. There are
those who critique the existence
of the self altogether and from
varying perspectives (Epstein,
1995; Metzinger, 2009; Varela,
Thompson, and Rosch, 2016; Wilber,
1979). More pertinent are those
who understand that the self is
fundamentally a group phenomenon.
That does not mean that the mind
is populated by different people
(though it usually is, dreams for
example), but that the so-called
unified identity is not so unified
as one might assume. Or to put it
another way, the self or individual
is a temporarily stable phenomena,
requiring a huge diversity of
structures and processes to hold
together. Society, ecosystems,
brain functioning, rhythmic cardiac
cycles (Strogatz, 2004, p. 15-18),
microbiomes (Yong, 2017) and, all
underpin the unity of the self. In this
sense the term “individual”, meaning
indivisible, is misleading. In their coauthored introduction to A Thousand
Plateaus Deleuze and Guattari state

that “[s]ince each of us was several,
there was already quite a crowd”
(1987, p. 3). This is compelling, it is
already quite a crowd with just one,
but regardless of whether there is no
self or it being multiple, it misses out
on Bion’s thematic point that people
seek connection. Even if we are a
crowd on our own, there is still a
draw to make contact and commune
with an outside group, small or large.
Though there is also this fact that
there are so many people around that
to actually avoid anyone at all would
need to be done at great personal
expense.
As can be seen there are many
ways to view this. The issue of
individual and crowd is inherently
tricky. It seems clear that people
exist in and because of groups. Yet
we are only capable of accessing
these phenomena through our own
singular first-person perspective. We
are already limited and Bion runs up
against this in his description of his
group experiences in that he cannot
reflect from outside the group, but
he can only do so from his limited
perspective. The whole philosophical
enterprise of phenomenology,
with its rigorous investigation into
subjective experience, had to go to
great lengths to explain the nature
of the experience of the other.
By studying subjectivity, it had to
counter accusations of solipsism.
“Our relationship to the social
world is, like our relationship to
the world, deeper than any express
perception or any judgement”
(Merleau-Ponty, 2002, p. 421). Our
social being is more fundamental
than any doubts we may have
about it. “As long as man is born of
woman, intersubjectivity and the werelationship will be the foundation
for all other categories of human
existence” (Schutz, 1966, p. 82).
Parts
In effect we all seem to be working
this way, working from the individual
back to the group, but never fully
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comprehending the group. All this
even though the opposite is very
much the case, that the group
comes first. And how could we
understand it? Just from a material
perspective it is obvious that a part
never encompasses the whole. If
your gut bacteria were conscious it
would not have any great awareness
that it is part of a human, or at
least only in some cursory way.
There are qualities that can appear
in a whole that are not simply the
sum of its parts. For instance, the
murmurations of starlings, birds
collectively coordinating movement,
takes on a different quality in a large
group. Fire ants also, when they
clump together the group behaves as
a fluid, a property that no individual
fire ant possesses (Gorman, 2013).
Symington hits on this when he says
that Bion was describing “a mode
of mental functioning of the group,
not the persons who constitute it
[emphasis added]” (1996, p. 127).
This does not mean we can not
understand how groups operate, but
simply suggests that there is always
this tension of personal experience
nested within a barely comprehensible
group. We can not understand it
fully while part of it. Though whether
we can understand anything fully is
questionable to begin with.
Yalom runs with this type of
phenomenological formulation
when he takes from Sullivan the
idea “that the personality is almost
entirely the product of interaction
with other significant human
beings” (2005, p. 21). He insists
that even with one-to-one therapy
the main focus is on interpersonal
issues. For example, depression
as the result of a person’s history
of interpersonal relationships.
This becomes the focus, not the
“depression” itself. Yalom is quite
direct with his stance on the benefits
of groups and his ideas reflect what
has been said thus far about the
centrality of group experience. To
add to this he describes people as
6
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solation can be bad
for your health. And
still, being in groups
is the source of much
frustration and conflict
“loneliness averse” and states that
we never really outgrow the desire for
contact, for example as we get older,
connection is still sought (Yalom,
2005, p. 20). Isolation can be bad for
your health. And still, being in groups
is the source of much frustration and
conflict. That being said, the wrong
type of group could be bad for your
health as well.
While in a group, Bion notices
that as individuals speak on behalf
of the group, there is a certain
fluidity between statements (Bion,
p. 50). That is, what might seem
like someone speaking on behalf
of themselves, they are making a
statement on behalf of the group. It
is likely the case that all statements
function in multiple ways like this.
If you are alone however there
is simply no context for these
meanings to present themselves. It
is not clear whether this multitude
of meaning is only a group
phenomenon. For example, with two
people speaking it might look like
each is speaking for themselves, but
that is simply because no one else
is present. The people they may be
speaking on behalf of, may not be
around. When Bion uses the Necker
Cube (1961, p. 86) as an example
for perspective taking, it may apply
just as well to non-group situations.
The non-group can speak for a group
even in its absence.
Solitude
One final point before moving to a
close. To describe man as a social
animal is too specific. Man has
moments of solitude and may in
fact require these. The very process
of being a person is set up in this
manner. The heart beats. To describe
it as the contracting organ is to miss

• Issue 2 • Summer 2020

out on the relaxation. To describe
man as the social animal is to miss
out on the solitude, which is in some
respects as necessary. When Bion
disagrees with the very notion of
the recluse he has gone too far in
this direction. He says “you cannot
understand a recluse living in isolation
unless you inform yourself about
the group of which he is a member”
(Bion, 1961, p. 133). He is not wrong
in thinking that the group from which
the recluse comes has an impact on
our understanding, but in so doing
he overemphasises the group and
enacts a sacrifice of the individual.
Like in music, there is a pleasure in
the interaction between tension and
release, they interact and their degree
of mixing creates the tunes texture.
Too much tension and the music is
overbearing, too little and the music
devoid of interest. In describing all
human phenomena under the rubric
of group experience, the nature of the
non-group experience or solitude is
missed. They presuppose each other,
but are by no means the same thing.
Another analogy would be like looking
at cells under a microscope and
saying they can only be understood in
relation to the larger structures they
belong to. The cells can be observed
and new information can be revealed
that would not be revealed by not
using the microscope. The same with
an individual and their relation to a
group.
A rather striking example of
solitary thinking is expressed by
Cioran when he asks for “[t]he proof
that man loathes man? Enough to
be in a crowd, in order to feel that
you side with all the dead planets”
(1971, p. 122). The drive to remain
alone runs counter to social aims.
As quoted earlier, the whole goal
of good enough attachment is so
that one can survive its “temporary
absence.” One of the things Bion
observed in his groups was that
there is no privacy in a group (1961,
p. 53). Other issues include the
lack of group desire to pursue lines
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of thought from individuals (1961,
p. 36). The individual sacrifices a
lot in the group, resenting it even
to the point of planetary extinction,
as in Cioran’s case above. While
it is quite true that the individual
sacrifices parts of themselves for
the group the converse must also
be true. Social interaction can be
sacrificed for the sake of individuals’
desires. This lack of participation is
seen as a great difficulty by groups,
as noticed by Bion in some of his
groups. The spoil-sport “breaks
the magic world” and is often
considered worse than a cheat
(Huizinga, 1949, p. 11-12).
Group tensions hinge on this
group–individual divide. The
individual swims the sea of the
group. He might drown if in too
long or may find a space and fit
into the ecology. Even so the idea
of individual and group are fuzzy
categories, and necessarily so,
they are fuzzy in reality. When
Bion describes the individual as
stimulated and frustrated by the
group it is not clear that this is a
uniquely group based experience.
Any undertaking is punctuated
with extremes of frustration and
inspiration. Whether it is knitting
or surfing there is no unobstructed

path. In a Herzogian moment: “I
believe the common denominator
of the universe is not harmony,
but chaos, hostility, and murder”
(Herzog, 2005). Perhaps a bit
heavy handed, but this suggests
that everything is wrought with
these tensions to varying degrees.
Stimulation and frustration,
attack and defence, expansion
and contraction; these are simply
the forces that move us all the
time. The analysis of groups is an
elaboration of this general process
under specific group settings. The
same can be said of Yalom’s idea of
cohesiveness which he describes as
essential in both one-to-one and group
psychotherapy. It is also just the idea
that the group continues in tact, it
finds its rhythm, whatever that might
be (2005, p. 55). Again, this is quite
true of any activity, of finding its flow.
This plays out in group dynamics in
a fascinating and unique way and no
doubt every group is different in that
respect. The unfolding of this process
in groups will also achieve a level of
intensity that would be difficult for an
individual.
Conclusion
To conclude, it has been shown that
there is a fundamental reliance of

people on social situations, both in
terms of biology and emotion in the
development and maintenance of
the self. Groups seem to come first
and individuals come later even
though consciously we think in the
opposite direction. The very idea
of trying to comprehend this blurry
distinction between self and other
is difficult both in conceptualising
and navigating it in reality. There is
no doubt that social experience can
be healthy and that it is very much
an urge for people to engage in it.
On the other side, solitude is also
important. Finding some balance
between the two is a challenge, to
be neither solely part nor whole, but
to find a unique rhythm between.

Alex Delogu
Alex is a pre-accredited therapist with
a private practice in South Dublin. He
received his Masters in Philosophy
from UCD in 2012 and went on to
get his BA (Hons) in Counselling and
Psychotherapy from DBS. He has a
strong interest in embodiment and
teaches Tai Chi and Qi Gong around
South Dublin. Alex can be contacted
at alexdelogu@gmail.com
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Unpacking e-therapy, it’s here to stay:
the emerging Covid-19 pandemic calls
for an exploration of the potential of
e-therapy to respond effectively to
critical groups in Irish mental health
statistics
By Dr Barbara Moore
methods. The article briefly defines
e-therapy and outlines its expansion
in the counselling profession.
Following on, the suitability of online
counselling to meet the therapeutic
needs of specific statistically
vulnerable ‘cohorts’ in Ireland, such
as; men, ethnic minorities and
people experiencing rural isolation is
examined. Finally, the government’s
recognition of the need for a national
strategy to ensure security and
ethical parameters for e-therapy
underpins the expectation that
e-therapy is here to stay.

Introduction
he rapidly evolving Covid-19
situation has placed the practice
of online counselling at the centre
of the profession’s response to this
pandemic. The discussion as to
whether e-therapy is the same as
‘face-to-face’ counselling, has often
been viewed through a comparative
and sometimes negative lens.
Therefore, in this current context
of social restrictions due to the

T

8

pandemic, the aim of this article
is to expand this conversation and
shift the lens towards exploring the
exponential potential of e-therapy!
This focus is relevant as during
these times of social transition in
Ireland and internationally, mental
wellbeing has taken up a welldeserved place in the mainstream of
health discourse and increasingly our
personal relationships and work lives
have predominantly shifted to online

e-Therapy in Context
Utilising different forms of
communication to offer distance
therapeutic interventions, is not a
new phenomenon. In one of Freud’s
(1909) most famous case-studies
he provided therapeutic support for
a young child, by communicating with
‘Little Hans’ father through the sole
method of distance correspondence
available at the time, letter writing.
Stretching forward to contemporary
contexts, the ‘technological
revolution’, is described as the most
pervasive global socio/cultural shift
in how humans communicate with
each other, since the invention of
the telegram. It is not surprising
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then, that delivery of alternative
technological distance counselling
interventions, have quickly advanced
in line with progressive technologies,
as they become available (Anthony,
Jung, Rosenauer, Merz Nagel and
Goss, 2010). Norcross, Pfund, and
Prochaska (2013) conducted a
study on 30 years of Delphi polls to
forecast international psychotherapy
trends for the next decade. One of
the primary findings was that due
to technological advances, online
therapies in their many forms, are
expected to flourish (Norcross, Pfund
and Prochaska, 2013). Covid-19
has consolidated this context of
permanency, consequently it is
useful to explore the possibilities
made available to the profession by
e-therapy in Irish cultural contexts.
Defining e-Therapy
Broadly defined, online therapy
is the provision of professional
counselling services over the
internet, by properly trained and
accountable, that is, accredited
counsellors (Anthony and Nagel,
2009). The methods of conducting
therapy are divided into two
models, synchronous; where
services are delivered in realtime and asynchronous; services
with delayed responses (Evans,
2009). Options include, but are not
limited to ‘Facetime, VoIP, email,
SMS messaging and chatrooms.
Consequently, any online therapeutic
intervention, carried out by a
properly trained and pre/accredited
counsellor/psychotherapist, can
be interpreted as an authentic
practice of counselling. The salient
point being, that e-therapy is a
different method of delivery, but the
therapeutic process remains the
same (Anthony and Nagel, 2009).
Expansion of e-Therapy:
Relationship Dilemma
Early in the nineties, Anthony et
al, (2010) report that advances in

B

roadly defined,
online therapy is the
provision of professional
counselling services over
the internet, by properly
trained and accountable,
that is, accredited
counsellors
(Anthony and Nagel, 2009).

online therapy were often client-led,
with people using online mediated
chat rooms to discuss mental
health issues and support each
other. Initially, due to real concern
about the quality of therapeutic
intervention, offered by online
methods, the profession started
to explore the phenomenon. In
particular, to examine the dilemma
of how to develop effective
therapeutic relationships, using
technological rather than face-toface (FTF) interactions (Anthony and
Nagel, 2009). Although, it should
be noted that for many online
organisations, the therapeutic
models used, are often, although
not exclusively, short term cognitive
based approaches. Nevertheless,
as use of communication
technologies (CT) have increased
exponentially, research on the
quality and impact of online
social-connectedness affirms
that meaningful and therapeutic
relationships are continually
being established at the social
and therapeutic level (Anthony
and Nagel, 2009; Grieve, Indian,
Witteveen, Tolan and Marrington,
2013). Consequently, preference
rather than effectiveness of
e-therapy methods, lies firmly with
clients and counsellors themselves.
e-Therapies’ Potential
Currently, people from all social
demographics, in developed

and under-developed nations,
are engaging with online media
and smart phone technology
to stay connected and navigate
the challenges of modern living.
In relation to mental health,
potential clients, regularly ‘Google’
search their symptoms, to find a
‘diagnosis’ and look for effective
self-help and professional
interventions (Anthony and Nagel,
2009). Following on, there is also
an increased expectation for quick
responses to enquiries and needs,
that will expand exponentially as
technologies develop. This has
been exacerbated by the Covid-19
situation. Further, as time-use
becomes more critical in society in
general, it makes sense that clients
will expect to be able to connect to
therapeutic interventions quickly
and easily, through online methods.
For example, the issue of time
flexibility is fast becoming relevant
in the ICT intensive labour-market
in Ireland. Current employment
patterns: short-term, high-intensity
contracts; precarious working
conditions; irregular schedules;
24/7 access and shift work,
become even more pervasive
(Allen, 2007; Hearn and Pringle;
2006 and Standing, 2016). Online
counselling can respond to the
need for more flexible approaches,
as unlike FTF therapy, it is not
restricted to physical meeting
places or time, and can utilise
new technology, almost anywhere
(Anthony and Nagel, 2009). A
further advantage is that it can
provide mental health support for
groups of people, who due to many
different circumstances, may not
have access to any other form of
mental health treatment (Anthony
and Nagel, 2009).
e-Therapy in Irish Contexts
e-Therapy options also facilitate
access to clients who otherwise
might not seek any support for
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emotional or psychological issues
(Cleary, Feeney & Macken-Walsh,
2012). This is a critical issue
in Ireland where, at the extreme
end of mental health outcomes,
provisional figures for completed
suicide in Ireland are reported at
352 deaths for the year 2018.
This figure does not include deaths
that are registered as suicide,
later in the system. The most
complete national suicide figure,
available from the National Office
for Suicide Prevention (NOSP, 2019)
for 2014, reports there were 454
male and 102 female suicides,
with a total figure of 560. Figures
for suicide among ‘Traveller and
Roma’ communities, accessed
from the National Traveller Mental
Health Network (NTMHN, 2019) are
the highest in the state, six times
higher than the national average. To
put all of these figures in context,
road deaths in 2018 totaled 147,
equating to one third of deaths
by suicide (RSA). Nearly every day
last year, one person in our country
died by suicide. Moreover, when
the impact of death by suicide on
family, friends and the community
is taken into consideration, the
personal and social costs are
devastating, far-reaching and
enduring. Furthermore, the startling
trend of high male to female ratio
of suicide deaths 4:1, is still
evident (NOSP, 2019). Which begs
the question: why do so many men
resist seeking support from mental
health services? (Cleary, 2017).
And, how can online therapies
address these needs?
It is a well-established fact in
masculinities research, that due
to social sanctions associated
with asking for help, particularly
in relation to health, many men
feel unable to seek or accept
professional support when they
are facing difficulties in their lives
(Cleary, 2019). These pressures are
exacerbated by increasing global
precariousness in employment
10
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services, specifically
tailored to the culture
and needs of these
and other minority or
migratory groups, could
be accessed anonymously
and confidentially, by
their members whenever
crises or other mental
health issues arise

security that adversely impact on
men’s identities, social status
and ultimately their mental health
(Standing, 2016). To the point where
Irish men choose ‘death rather than
disclosure’, which is a consistent
trend observed in our national
suicide statistics (Cleary, 2005 p.
155). More recently however, there
has been some movement away
from the stigma associated with
talking about emotional issues
for men in Ireland (O’Donnell and
Richardson, 2019). This shift has
been supported by an increased
profile of male mental health
discourse in the media, influenced
no doubt by national movements
such as Pieta House’s ‘Mind our
Men’ campaign (2013). However,
there is still a long way to go.
Studies show that men are more
likely to embrace technology and
this familiarity then motivates their
interest in new technologies (Broos,
2015). Being technologically
‘savvy’, is positively associated
with masculine identity and
social inclusion (Connell, 2005).
Consequently, it is logical to
suppose that access to online
mental health support through
psycho-educational sites and
anonymous topical chat rooms
may encourage men to increase
their engagement with therapeutic
services (Moghaddam, 2010). This
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idea is supported by another aspect
of e-therapy, the online inhibition
effect (Suler, 2004). This dynamic
is described as the freedom for
clients to engage and disclose
issues that they cannot or would
not disclose in more traditional
therapeutic settings, due to the
perceived anonymity.
In this context, e-therapy, might
also be preferable for socially
marginalised groups, for example,
‘Traveller and Roma’ communities.
As stated above, suicide statistics
for these communities make grim
reading (NTMHN, 2019). Although,
it must be acknowledged that social
determinants, such as stigma and
exclusion play a significant role in
these health outcomes, it is fair to
suggest that online psychological
support and education, provided by
members of the communities, could
play a significant role in addressing
these pertinent issues. The Health
Service Executive (HSE) have shown
their commitment to supporting and
developing ”culturally appropriate
services to respond to the mental
health needs of Travellers and
Roma in consultation with their
national organisations” Pavee
Point and the NTMHN (National
Traveller and Roma Inclusion
Strategy, 2017, p. 35). In fact,
statistics report a recent transition
in accessing therapy, including
an increase in men from these
groups, presenting for counselling
(NTMHN, 2019). Online therapy
services, specifically tailored to the
culture and needs of these and
other minority or migratory groups,
could be accessed anonymously
and confidentially, by their members
whenever crises or other mental
health issues arise.
e-Therapy and Rural Isolation
Online access is also a good option
for clients in remote areas, who
may experience the intersection
of poor access to public transport
and the financial cost of travel
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and counselling services. In this
context however, the current
difficulties accessing broadband
services in rural Ireland, with
little hope of improvement even
in the long-term, will prevent the
provision of some online options.
Impeding the potential for e-therapy
as an aid to addressing urban/
rural health outcome disparities
(Grubaugh, Cain, Elhai, Patrick
& Christopher, 2016). This is
a critical issue in Ireland, as
rural dwellers, particularly men,
have been specifically identified
as a group who need mental
health intervention (O’Donnell &
Richardson, 2019; Cleary et al,
2012).
Ethical issues: National e-Therapy
Security
Peelo (2018) has done an excellent
job, carefully outlining the main
challenges and issues regarding
confidentiality and security for
counsellors who want to provide
online counselling services in
Ireland. The IACP have responded,
by providing a detailed explanation
of ethical issues, such as security,
confidentiality, anonymity, justice
and safety for all stakeholders
(2017). These issues will continue
to be a challenge, especially as
new technologies are developed
and integrated into the profession.
Although, the point is well-made
that even global agencies and
banks are unable to guarantee
cyber-security. To add to this
debate, the recent introduction of
General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR, 2018), the primary
law regulating how companies
and organisations protect EU
citizens’ personal data, has
presented another layer of ethical
complexity for the profession.
Therefore, as new technological
capabilities emerge, there is an
onus on national and international
governments to create robust,
accountable bodies to oversee

T

he advantages for
both practitioners
and most importantly
their clients are
manifold. Firstly,
e-therapies offer
alternative methods of
therapeutic intervention
to clients at their point
of need, rather than
assigning them to long
waiting lists

ethical implications for both the
professional and technological
areas, of this ever-changing and
expanding branch of therapy.
In response, the Health Service
Executive (HSE) are participating
in trans-national organisations
such as ‘North West Europe
(eMEN) Inter-regulation’ project, to
explore the possibilities that digital
technology can bring to mental
health provision (Cullen, 2018).
In 2018, a timely report ‘e-Mental
Health Review’ was funded to
prepare for the integration of
technological therapeutic methods
into the profession, in Ireland. The
report recommends development
of Irish quality assurance and
guidance systems, to provide
official certification of products
and services, to help clients and
therapists, choose wisely and
safely. A one-stop-shop e-Mental
health website is also proposed,
to provide access to a range of
health services and products. The
plan is to draw on well-developed
international examples and
collaborate with other governments,
to maintain this site and to keep
up with global technological
advances. Another central finding
of the report is that for e-Mental
Health “care and consideration are
required in the design and delivery

of services, and it is imperative that
the services offered are clinically
appropriate” (Cullen, 2018, p. 3).
Therefore, inclusion of other sectors
in the profession, such as the HSE
and technological/practitioner/
client organisations, will be required
to explore which evidenced based
effective online initiatives should be
adopted in Ireland.
Discussion
In the current global Covid-19
situation and the national context,
of long waiting lists for face-to-face
(FTF) therapy in HSE or low-cost
centres, it is perhaps appropriate
for counselling organisations
and therapists to examine the
potential of e-therapy for their
services and practices. The
advantages for both practitioners
and most importantly their clients
are manifold. Firstly, e-therapies
offer alternative methods of
therapeutic intervention to clients
at their point of need, rather than
assigning them to long waiting
lists. Secondly, they will facilitate
provision of therapy for clients
who may have previously been
unable or reluctant to access it;
men, minority groups, people with
physical/emotional/psychological
or social limitations. People who
may initially access e-therapy and
then transition into face-to-face,
or continue to engage with other
forms of online interventions or
psycho-education to maintain
their mental health and overall
well-being. From a counsellor’s
perspective, e-therapies may
open up a broad client base
beyond commutable range and
conversely provide convenience
and affordability, for clients with
cost or travel restrictions (Anthony
et al, 2010).
Although the therapeutic needs
of men, minorities and long
waiting lists are intersected in
the discussion, the intention
is not to impose male needs
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over other social groups. The
aim is to broaden the scope
of the discussion and promote
understanding for practitioners and
clients, in the context of hesitancy
or confusion around engagement
with counselling and information
technology. Most importantly, it
serves to explore ways to provide
therapy for everyone who wants to
access it, when they most need
it, to achieve better mental health
outcomes for all.
Finally, consultation with central
stakeholders in mental health
services; primarily service users
themselves, people with lived
experiences of mental health issues,
practitioners and professionals,
is critical to developing effective
e-therapy provision in Ireland (Cullen,
2018).
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Research Article

The Effectiveness of
Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy versus
Metacognitive Therapy
on the Treatment of
Anxiety
By Dr Marion Mensing

Introduction
he Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy (CBT) therapist
explains anxiety as an unpleasant
emotional response to a
perception of a threat, resulting
from a distorted appraisal of
a situation (Beck, Emery, &
Greenberg, 2005). The distortion
usually is a mixture of (1) an
overestimation of the likeliness
of a threatening event, (2) an

T

overestimation of the extent of
damage, (3) an underestimation
of one’s own coping potential, and
(4) an underestimation of possible
external support (Wills & Sanders,
2013). The Metacognitive Therapy
(MCT) therapist looks at thinking
about thinking (metacognition)
and sees anxiety and other
psychological problems as a result
of a certain pattern of thinking –
the cognitive attentional syndrome

(CAS) – and not as a result of the
content of the situational appraisal
itself (Fisher & Wells, 2009). The
CAS comprises prolonged repetitive
thinking like rumination and worry,
fixed attention on threat, and
unhelpful coping behaviours (Fisher
& Wells, 2009). Newer research
evidence encourages us to have a
fresh look at the underlying model
of cognitive therapy.
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT)
for Anxiety Treatment
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT)
regards thoughts, emotions, and
behaviours as interconnected and
focuses on changing them in order
to improve the client’s psychological
difficulties (Wills & Sanders, 2013).
Aaron Beck developed the original
model of CBT in the 1970s, which
“contained a theory of how people
develop emotional problems; a
model of how they could heal
disturbance; and a model of
how further problems might be
prevented” (Wills, 2013, p. 4). CBT
has also strong roots in the work of
Albert Ellis and his Rational Emotive
Behaviour Therapy (REBT) especially
with respect to the challenging of
negative thoughts (Wills, 2013).
Ellis developed REBT and the ABC
assessment in the 1960s (Ellis
& Dryden, 1999). Ellis & Dryden
(1999) present an updated version
of the ABC framework, which
identifies “Activating Events or
Activators (A’s)” (p.8), “Beliefs (B’s)
– cognitions, thoughts, or ideas
– about their Activating events”
(p. 9), and “cognitive, emotional,
and behavioural Consequences
(C’s)”. For Ellis & Dryden (1999)
irrational beliefs or irrational
cognitions are the cause for selfdestructive behaviours. Beck et al.
(2005) designate those underlying
beliefs and cognitions as “cognitive
schemas” (p. 55).
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CBT for anxiety treatment
draws on the cognitive model
of anxiety, which depicts how
the immediate thoughts about
a triggering situation or the way
the client perceives the situation
affect emotions, behaviours and
physiological responses (Beck
et al., 2005). This model implies
that irrational beliefs often lead
to dysfunctional perceptions and
“perseverative, involuntary intrusion
of automatic thoughts” (p. 31)
which result in anxiety (Beck et al.,
2005). Clients may already find
it helpful to learn about anxiety
being the outcome of “exaggerated,
automatic thinking” (Beck et al.,
2005, p. 168) and may then be
open to reframe their thinking (Beck
et al., 2005). The typical duration
of anxiety treatment using CBT lies
somewhere between five and twenty
sessions (Beck et al., 2005).
The first step in CBT for anxiety
treatment – after ruling out any
general medical reasons for the
symptoms – is normalising the
symptoms, helping the client to
understand the bodily responses
to perceived threats (Beck et al.,
2005). The therapist will explain
the two types of fear: fear of the
threat itself, and fear of the anxiety
symptoms (Beck et al., 2005).
Information about the role of the
adrenal system, the fight-or-flight
response, and the nervous system
when facing the threat, will change
the client’s perspective and begin to
help to overcome the second type
of fear, the fear of the symptoms
themselves (Tubridy, 2007). Beck et
al. (2005) propose a role-play with
the client, in which the therapist
represents the client’s frightening
thoughts about the symptoms and
the client has the task to respond
in a more rational way. The CBT
therapist will also explain the
cognitive model to the client and
emphasise the outcome of therapy
being particularly dependent on the
14
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BT is directive, very
structured, and uses
standardised procedures
to reassure the often
insecure anxious client
by providing some order;
a clear agenda with a
focus on specific targets
underlies each session
(Beck et al., 2005)

client’s ability to monitor his or her
own thinking (Beck et al., 2005).
In CBT, the therapist leads the
client mainly by asking questions.
Beck et al. (2005) call this
approach “the Socratic method”
(p. 177).
Often a patient reports that
when confronted by a new
anxiety-producing situation he
will start by asking himself the
same questions he heard from
the therapist: “Where is the
evidence?” “Where is the logic?”
“What do I have to lose?” “What
do I have to gain?” “What would
be the worst thing that could
happen?” “What can I learn from
this experience?” (Beck et al.,
2005, p. 178)
CBT is directive, very structured,
and uses standardised procedures
to reassure the often insecure
anxious client by providing some
order; a clear agenda with a focus
on specific targets underlies each
session (Beck et al., 2005). The
four steps of problem-solving –
according to Beck et al. (2005)
– are: (1) Conceptualisation, (2)
Strategy, (3) Tactic, (4) Assessment.
The CBT therapist conceptualises
the problem by detecting what
it means for the client and what
actually triggers anxiety (Beck et
al., 2005; Newman & Borkovec,
2002;). Examples of common
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strategies in CBT for anxiety are
simplification, being specific,
focussing on the present, helping to
accept certain situations, learning
to stop worrying, encouraging
the client to take certain risks,
becoming more comfortable with
anxiety symptoms (Beck et al.,
2005; Greenberger & Padesky,
2016; Newman & Borkovec, 2002).
Examples for tactics are creating
a fear ladder, image exposure,
assignments to approach feared
situations, relaxation methods,
exercises to deal with shame,
reverse role play, and use of logic
and evidence to attack the irrational
(Beck et al., 2005; Greenberger
& Padesky, 2016; Newman &
Borkovec, 2002).
Zinbarg, Craske, & Barlow (2006)
structure their CBT approach
for anxiety treatment into four
modules: The first module is
about the correction of the client’s
distorted thoughts and concepts
with respect to anxiety and
worry, and about supporting the
recognition and the replacement of
these thoughts; the second module
contains relaxation techniques; the
third module is about the exposure
to images which give rise to worry,
and the fourth module is about the
exposure to real situations which
used to evoke worry.
Tubridy (2007) bases her
method of controlling panic on
Barlow’s CBT approach, and
also highlights the influence of
catastrophising on the adrenaline
levels: “your anxiety level will
follow your adjectives” (p. 175).
Tubridy (2007) recommends three
ways of invalidating catastrophic
thinking: (1) use of positive coping
affirmations, (2) challenge the
possibility of a feared outcome
or question the severity of the
feared outcome, and (3) stop
the catastrophic appraisal with
something like a “mental slap”
(p. 178) and turn to something
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else. Also Tubridy (2007)
recommends gradually increasing
exposure to the threat once the
client has developed some trust in
the relaxation techniques and in the
thought replacement.
Borkovec, Newman, & Castonguay
(2003) work out some evidence
that worrying in Generalised Anxiety
Disorder (GAD) can also be a
strategy to avoid the processing
of deeper feelings and they see
here a limitation of traditional CBT
for GAD clients who might prefer
discussing cognition to exploring
their emotions.
As Wells (2012) puts it: “CBT is a
‘shape shifter’ and it continuously
incorporates concepts from other
theories and techniques” (para. 2),
but “the combining of CBT and MCT
treatment techniques is likely to be
problematic as they are based on
conflicting messages” (para. 2).
Metacognitive Therapy (MCT) for
Anxiety Treatment
Metacognitive Therapy (MCT) uses
experiential practices to target the
Cognitive Attentional Syndrome
(CAS) and to build up more control
about thinking processes and more
flexibility in reactions to thoughts,
emotions and threats; these
practices aim to modify attention,
awareness, and the relationship
with thoughts (Fisher & Wells,
2009). MCT draws on the theory
that it is the way a person responds
to negative, automatic thoughts
which leads to anxiety or other
psychological problems, rather than
the negative, automatic thoughts
themselves (Fisher & Wells, 2009).
MCT usually requires between
five and ten sessions and starts
with the case conceptualisation
(Wells, 2009). For the case
conceptualisation in anxiety
treatment the MCT therapist and
the client explore a recent episode
of worry/rumination and identify
(1) the first triggering thought,

D

uring the course
of therapy, further
exercises follow to
change the client’s
beliefs about the danger
of worry/rumination,
and later also the beliefs
about the usefulness of
worry/rumination
(Wells, 2009)

(2) the worry/rumination that
followed, (3) the feelings and
symptoms caused by the worry/
rumination, (4) any thoughts about
a bad outcome caused by the
worry/rumination, feelings, and
symptoms, (5) beliefs about the
danger of worry/rumination, (6)
beliefs about the uncontrollability
of worry/rumination, (7) lack of
confidence in memory/cognition,
(8) beliefs about the usefulness
of worry/rumination, and (9)
the coping strategies the client
deploys (Wells, 2009). Wells
(2009) proposes to let the client
experience that, attempts to
suppress thoughts are ineffective
e.g. by asking him or her not
to “think of a blue rabbit in any
shape or form” (Wells, 2009,
p. 108). The MCT therapist then
uses “detached mindfulness
(DM)” (Wells, 2009, p. 79) with
a recent triggering thought for
the client to experience that it
is indeed possible to control
worry/rumination (Wells, 2009).
Mindfulness, according to Wells
(2009), generally refers to an
awareness of “inner cognitive
events, namely, thoughts, beliefs,
memories, and feelings of
knowing” (p. 79), whereas DM
has additional qualities of firstly
refraining from any attempts to
engage, evaluate, or cope, and
secondly becoming aware of
“the perspective of the self as

an observer of thought or belief”
(p. 79). To enhance the efficacy
of these exercises the therapist
asks the client to combine them
with the exercise of postponing
worry/rumination for a few hours
– as a homework (Wells, 2009).
Wells (2009) also suggests to
make use of certain techniques
“to strengthen metacognitions that
regulate thinking, remove unhelpful
thinking styles that impede normal
emotional processing, or modify
beliefs” (p. 67); these techniques
are “attention training technique
(ATT)” (p. 67) and “situational
attention refocusing (SAR)” (p. 67).
ATT involves “selective attention”
(p. 68) to a specific sound in a
room with many different sounds
coming from various directions,
“rapid attention switching” (p.
68) between different sounds in
different locations, and “divided
attention” (p. 68) with an attempt
to focus on different sounds in
different locations simultaneously.
Wells (2009) emphasises the
rationale for ATT to be not about
blocking out unwanted thoughts
and feelings but about regarding
them as “additional noise” (p. 69).
“SAR is intended to explicitly
enhance the processing of
information that is incompatible
with the patient’s dysfunctional
beliefs” (Wells, 2009, p. 77). For
example, Nordahl & Wells (2018)
refer to an SAR experiment in
treating Social Anxiety Disorder
to challenge the client’s belief
of having poor cognition: The
therapist went for a 10-minute
walk with the client, who got
the instruction to be really selfconscious in the first 5 minutes
and focus on the surroundings as
much as possible in the second
5 minutes. The client was then
asked to recall what he had
noticed in the first 5 minutes
in comparison to the second 5
minutes. The client’s cognitive
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performance significantly improved
while giving his attention to his
surrounding (Nordahl & Wells,
2018).
During the course of therapy,
further exercises follow to change
the client’s beliefs about the
danger of worry/rumination, and
later also the beliefs about the
usefulness of worry/rumination
(Wells, 2009). The therapist
combines those exercises
with verbal challenging of the
maladaptive metacognitions,
such as unhelpful beliefs about
the uncontrollability and danger
of worry/rumination, and a lack
of confidence in memory and
cognition (Wells, 2009).
Effectiveness of CBT Versus MCT
for Anxiety Treatment
Normann, van Emmerik, & Morina
(2014) analysed the results
of 16 research studies on the
effectiveness of MCT for anxiety
and depression on a total of 384
participants with diagnoses of
anxiety or depression. Collectively,
the researchers of the 16 studies
had allocated 234 participants
to MCT, 112 to CBT and 73
to a waiting list (Normann et
al., 2014). Comorbidity rates
were high (Normann et al.,
2014). MCT showed large and
sustainable gains in treatment
of anxiety and depression
in comparison to clients on
the waiting list (Normann et
al., 2014). In addition, MCT
presented large effect sizes
with respect to the sustainable
change of metacognitions, which
brings some assurance of the
change of metacognition having
a therapeutic effect (Normann
et al., 2014). Only five studies
of the 16 were controlled trials
with relatively small samples
comparing MCT with CBT
(Normann et al., 2014). Here,
MCT showed significantly larger
16
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n MCT much of
the work is about
accepting thoughts
without reactive
engaging, detaching the
self from the thought,
attention training
practices to develop
control of attention,
redirecting attention
in anxiety-triggering
situations, and
challenging unhelpful
meta-cognitions
treatment effects than CBT
(Normann et al., 2014). As there
are more variations in CBT than in
MCT and because of the relatively
small sample, these results
demand further investigation
(Normann et al., 2014).
Nordahl et al. (2018) carried out
a study on recovery rates for 81
clients with Generalised Anxiety
Disorder (GAD). They designed this
study with the particular aim to
compare the effectiveness of CBT
with MCT (Nordahl et al., 2018).
Six therapists, trained in both
modalities, were treating 28 clients
with CBT and 32 clients with MCT
(Nordahl et al., 2018). Nordahl
et al. (2018) used a “crossover
design of therapists to control
the therapist factor” (p. 393),
which means every therapist had
to use CBT as well as MCT with
different clients. They allocated 21
clients to a waiting list for control
purposes (Nordahl et al., 2018).
“Patients not willing to withdraw
psychotropic medication for a
period of three weeks before entry
to the trial were not included”
(Nordahl et al., 2018, p. 393). In
CBT, the therapists used relaxation
techniques, cognitive therapy, and
image exposure, and focussed
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mainly on physical and emotional
symptoms; in MCT, the therapists
used methods to change the
metacognitive beliefs about worry,
and focused on metacognitive
detachment from a thought
(Nordahl et al, 2018). To measure
the outcome of therapy, Nordahl et
al. (2018) used the “Penn State
Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ)”
(p. 395) with the result that “65%
of patients were recovered after
MCT compared with 38% after
CBT” (p. 398).
Regarding social anxiety
disorder, Nordahl & Wells
(2017) engaged further in the
question, which of the conflicting
assumptions in CBT versus MCT
provides the better fit to reality,
i.e. which is the better model for
understanding social anxiety?
The CBT model emphasises
“social self-beliefs (schemas)
as the core underlying factor
for maladaptive self-processing
and social anxiety symptoms”
(Nordahl & Wells, 2017, p. 1)
whereas the MCT model regards
beliefs/thoughts about thinking
(meta-cognitions) as the decisive
factor. Nordahl & Wells (2017)
collected a vast amount of data
in online surveys about social
anxiety at two different time
points and tested the fitting of the
CBT model and the fitting of the
MCT model to the respective data
sets, with the result that the MCT
model showed the better fit and
therefore provides the better lens
for understanding social anxiety.
Compared to CBT, MCT also
has certain advantages as an
intervention for patients in cardiac
rehabilitation who are suffering
from depression and anxiety:
the model and the strategies are
transdiagnostic and there is no
need to challenge the content of
negative thoughts which in this
case can be quite realistic (Wells
et al., 2018).
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Conclusion
CBT is a well-established
psychotherapeutic approach for
the treatment of anxiety and has
its roots in Albert Ellis’s Rational
Emotive Behaviour Therapy
from the 1960s and Aaron
Beck’s Cognitive Therapy from
the 1970s. It focusses on the
triangle of thoughts, emotions,
and behaviours which influence
each other. The model is based
on the assumption that negative
automatic thoughts and their
underlying irrational beliefs
or schemas affect emotions,
behaviours and physiological
responses. The communication of
this model, and of the importance
of thought monitoring is itself an
important first element of CBT.
With respect to anxiety and panic,
modern CBT approaches include
the correction of the client’s
irrational negative thoughts and
concepts, relaxation techniques,
and gradually increasing exposure
to threat.
MCT denies the importance of
thoughts themselves and differs

therefore relevantly from CBT, in
a way that the two can hardly be
combined. The MCT model regards
a certain style of thinking and
unhelpful coping behaviours as
the core feature of psychological
disorders. In MCT much of the
work is about accepting thoughts
without reactive engaging,
detaching the self from the
thought, attention training
practices to develop control of
attention, redirecting attention
in anxiety-triggering situations,
and challenging unhelpful metacognitions.
Recent studies about the
effectiveness of MCT and CBT
on the treatment of anxiety show
a promising potential for MCT
compared to CBT, especially
in the treatment of General
Anxiety Disorder. The results of a
longitudinal online survey about
social anxiety further challenges
the underlying assumption in CBT
that irrational beliefs are the root
of the problem.
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Research Article

Mental Health
and Counselling/
Psychotherapy: Public
Perceptions and Attitudes
By Dr Ellen Kelly

Introduction
hat are Irish adults saying
about their own mental health
in terms of experiencing stress,
anxiety, depression and loneliness/
isolation? What are their attitudes
towards mental health in general?
What proportion of Irish adults have
been affected by suicide – amongst
relatives, friends/colleagues,
neighbours or in the community?
What do Irish adults think about
counselling/psychotherapy?
Would they seek counselling/
psychotherapeutic support
themselves? What do they think
about counselling/psychotherapeutic
supports for children and young
people?
These are some of the key areas

W
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of focus in a general public survey
carried out by Behaviour & Attitudes
(B&A) in 2019 on behalf of the
Irish Association for Counselling
Psychotherapy. A discussion of
the results and comparisons with
previous general public surveys
follows. Implications for counselling/
psychotherapy will also be drawn.
This research was carried out prior
to the current Covid-19 pandemic.
Given the likely impact of the current
crisis on mental health, the IACP
has commissioned an additional
short public survey to assess levels
of stress, anxiety, depression and
loneliness/isolation amongst Irish
adults during this time. A followup piece, including a comparative
analysis between the two periods will
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be submitted to an upcoming edition
of this journal.
Research Design
A quantitative survey was designed
by an IACP research team and
fieldwork was carried out as part
of B&A’s Barometer (Omnibus)
survey. Interviewing was undertaken
face-to-face among a nationally
representative sample of 1,008
adults aged 16 and over, at 63
randomly selected sampling locations
nationwide. Quota controls were
set in respect of gender, age, social
class, region and area. This research
conforms with the codes of conduct
established by ESOMAR (European
Society for Opinion and Marketing
Research).
Irish Adult Mental Health - Stress,
Anxiety, Depression, Loneliness
This survey found that almost half of
Irish adults say they feel stressed,
more than a third feel anxious, and
approximately a fifth feel depressed
or lonely/isolated – either ‘often’ or
‘sometimes’. Females, those aged
35-49, Dublin dwellers and those
at family life-stages –with children are the most likely to say they feel
stressed. Those aged 65 and over,
as well as parents whose children
have left the family home – empty
nesters - are the least likely to say
they feel stressed. Overall, the
proportion of adults who say they feel
stressed ‘often’ has reduced from 1
in 5 in 2016 to just over 1 in 10 in
2019. In line with this, the proportion
of those who say they ‘never’ feel
stressed has risen from 23% in 2016
to 30% in 2019.
Irish adults in the family teen
life-stage are more likely to say
they feel anxious – with half of
the respondents in this life-stage
reporting feeling anxious compared
with a third more generally. Men,
farmers, those aged 65+ and empty
nesters claim the most modest
levels of anxiety.
Dublin and urban dwellers, those in
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the family teen life-stage, those aged
between 35-49 and those in lower
income brackets are more likely to
say they feel depressed. Those over
65, empty nesters, rural dwellers and
farmers are the least likely to claim
feeling depressed.
Single people and those at the
family teen life-stage are the most
likely to report feeling lonely/isolated.

D

espite the broadly
positive attitudes
towards mental health
found in this survey, 3
in 10 Irish adults believe
that it is not as easy to
talk about mental health
issues as physical health
issues today

Causes of Stress
Stress is a state of tension or
strain resulting from adverse or
demanding circumstances, and it
occurs primarily when demands
appear to exceed resources
(Kelly, 2017, p. 214)
Work and money/debt are reported
as the main causes of stress in Irish
adult’s lives. Almost 1 in 4 say that
work is the main cause of stress,
while money/debt is reported to be
the main cause for almost 1 in 5.
Where work is the main cause of
stress, this is elevated for those in
the pre-family life-stage (at 51%), for
those living in Dublin (at 36%) and
for those aged between 25-50 (at
34%). Where money/debt is the main
cause of stress, this is elevated for
those in the family teen life-stage (at
32%), for those aged between 25-34
(at 29%) and for those in the lower
income brackets (24%). Children/
family and health are reported to be
the main causes of stress for more
than 1 in 10.
Work has risen as a main cause of
stress from 1 in 5 in 2015 to almost
1 in 4 in 2019, while the opposite
is true for money/debt which has
decreased from 1 in 4 in 2015 to 1
in 5 today. Money/debt had been the
primary cause of stress in previous
IACP / B&A general public surveys
(2013, 2015, 2016). This is the first
time that money/debt has come in
below work as the primary stressor.
Helpful Strategies
The results of this survey indicate

that talking is the most common
strategy employed by people to help
them when experiencing a mental
health difficulty. Almost half of the
respondents say they talk to a friend
or relative and almost a third say they
talk to a spouse or partner. Talking to
a General Practitioner is mentioned
as helpful by 2 in 5 and talking to a
counsellor/psychotherapist by more
than 1 in 10. Exercise is the second
most mentioned coping strategy found to be helpful for more than 1 in
4 Irish adults, and this is elevated in
the under 24 year age cohort to more
than 1 in 3. Meditation/mindfulness,
religion and medication are helpful
for smaller percentages of the
population. Encouragingly, those who
more often experience mental health
difficulties are more likely to engage
in a variety of activities that they find
helpful.
Attitudes Towards Mental Health
Positive attitudes towards mental
health were broadly evident with
86% agreeing it’s more acceptable
to talk about mental health issues
today than it was in the past. Just
under half of Irish adults strongly
agree with this, with the greatest
certainty being amongst 35-49 year
olds, those living outside Dublin, and
those in the family pre-teen as well
as the empty-nester life-stages. 9 in
10 agree that mental health issues
are ‘just as likely to affect my family
as anyone else’s’. Strong agreement
with this was elevated amongst the
25-34 year olds as well as amongst
those living outside Dublin.

Increased media focus on
mental health is perceived to be
the biggest contributory factor
towards a greater acceptability
today – thought to be the case by 7
in 10 respondents. This is further
elevated for those living outside
Dublin and rurally. Other highly
rated contributory factors include
specific events aimed at mental
health awareness and celebrities
opening up about their mental
health issues.
Mental Health and Self-Disclosure
Stigma can lead to prejudicial or
discriminatory behaviour on the part
of others, a subsequent failure to
seek medical or social assistance
in times of crisis, and feelings of
loneliness and isolation which many
are reluctant to share (Kelly, 2017,
p.361).
Despite the broadly positive
attitudes towards mental health
found in this survey, 3 in 10 Irish
adults believe that it is not as easy
to talk about mental health issues
as physical health issues today. In
line with this, self-disclosure when it
comes to mental health issues is a
perceived area of difficulty for many.
This research tells us that 3 in
5 Irish adults would find it difficult
to speak to an employer about a
personal mental health issue. Those
living in Dublin are more likely to
strongly agree with this. A greater
reticence is also found amongst
those aged 25-50. Furthermore,
almost 3 in 5 say they would not
want other people to know if they
were experiencing a mental health
difficulty. This is highest amongst
Dublin dwellers and also higher
amongst farmers.
Thus, while Irish adults say that they
think it’s more acceptable and easier
to talk about mental health issues
today, the reticence found in the
area of self-disclosure is indicative of
stigma continuing to play a role in the
mental health landscape.
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Suicide
Carrying out research in the area
of suicide is challenging in many
ways – particularly in terms of ethical
considerations regarding vulnerable
people. Research in this area tends
to focus on causes of suicide and
self-harm – or suicidality. Brendan
O’Brien, in his article for this
journal, draws on Hjelemeland and
Knizek’s three categories of research
on suicidality – neurobiological
research, epidemiological research
and intervention studies including
randomised controlled trials (2017,
p. 35). The focus tends to be on
explaining suicidality in terms of
causes: “We need to move away
from ‘cause and effect’ thinking and
to focus on the individual experience
of suicide within a given family and
the cultural context in order to find
meaningful insights” (O’Brien, 2017,
p. 35). It is elsewhere recognised
that more research is needed to
develop effective preventative
strategies: “Without more research,
developing effective evidence-based
policies or clinical practices to help
suicidal populations will be much
more difficult” (Siagle, Séguin &
Racine, 2017, p.3).
The current research looks at
the area of suicide from a different
angle – focusing on those who have
been affected by suicide in terms of
knowing a person who has died this
way. It also looks at what people
should do if they think someone they
know has suicidal ideation.
Those Affected by Suicide
The findings of this research indicate
that 2 in 5 Irish adults have been
affected by suicide in some way.
Fourteen percent report they have
been affected by suicide within the
family (immediate/wider) and 31%
report they have been affected by
suicide amongst friends, colleagues
or neighbours. There has been a 5%
rise in the numbers reporting that
they have been affected by suicide
since the last survey IACP / B&A
20
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his rise is most
evident within a
person’s wider social
circle rather than
within the family. It is
most likely to be due
to a combination of
greater awareness and
acknowledgement of
suicide, rather than a rise
in actual suicide rates

survey in 2016. This rise is most
evident within a person’s wider
social circle rather than within the
family. It is most likely to be due to
a combination of greater awareness
and acknowledgement of suicide,
rather than a rise in actual suicide
rates. Latest Central Statistics
Office (CSO) figures tell us that
suicide rates are now declining, and
are reported to be at the lowest
level so far this century (Holland,
2019; NOSP, 2018).
This research found that suicide
within the community is reported
more amongst farmers than other
social groups – which hints towards
greater prevalence in more isolated
and rural communities as indicated
by the latest CSO data.
Half of those who report feeling
anxious or depressed, at least on
occasion, say that they have been
affected by suicide in some way.
Irish adults who are in the family
teen life-stage are more affected
by suicide in the wider family and
amongst friends/community than
those in other life-stages.
Talking about Suicide
The vast majority of Irish adults
agree that if they thought a friend
or family member was at risk of
suicide, they should suggest they
see a health care professional (86%)
or that they should speak to them
about it themselves (83%).
However, almost 2 in 5 (38%) Irish
adults say that they would be afraid
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to start a conversation about suicide
with someone who might be at
risk. The survey found that younger
adults, Dublin dwellers and those
at the family pre-school life-stage
are the most reluctant to initiate
a conversation about suicide with
someone who might be at risk.
Counselling and Psychotherapy
Attending Counselling/
Psychotherapy
One in 8 Irish adults say they have
personally attended counselling/
psychotherapy – and this figure
is consistent with the IACP / B&A
general public surveys of 2015
and 2016. Three in 10 Irish adults
say that they know someone
who has attended counselling/
psychotherapy. Overall, 41% of
Irish adults have either attended
a counsellor/psychotherapist
themselves or know someone who
has. Those aged 35-49, in the
family teen life-stage and those who
have heard of the IACP are more
likely to have personally attended a
counsellor/psychotherapist. Women
are more likely than men to have
personally attended a counsellor/
psychotherapist – 1 in 7 women have
attended compared with 1 in 9 men.
Overall, those who more frequently
experience difficult feelings are
much more likely to have personally
attended counselling/psychotherapy.
Likelihood of Attending
Counselling/Psychotherapy
If struggling with mental health in
some way two-thirds of Irish adults
say they would be likely to see a
counsellor/psychotherapist – with
over a third saying they would be
‘very likely’ to. Women are more open
than men to attending in the future –
with 2 in 5 women saying they would
be ‘very likely’ to attend if struggling
in some way with their mental health,
compared with 3 in 10 men. Those in
the family pre-school life-stage, those
living outside Dublin and farmers are
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more likely to say they would attend.
Ninety two percent of Irish adults
agree that it’s a good idea to
attend counselling/psychotherapy if
struggling with mental health. This
is further elevated for those in the
family teen life-stage, as well as for
those who say they struggle with their
mental health in some way.
Perceived Barriers for Attending
While a majority of Irish adults (78%)
think that counselling/psychotherapy
is valued by people in general,
this research also found that a
similar majority (71%) think that the
profession is not well understood
by people in general. A lack of
understanding of the profession
could be considered as an invisible
barrier for attending.
Almost half of Irish adults say
that there would be no barrier
for them attending counselling/
psychotherapy. However, 1 in 4
Irish adults say that affordability
is a potential barrier – and this
is elevated for women, those
aged 25-34, and those in lower
income brackets. 1 in 7 say that
embarrassment is a potential barrier
– that they would be embarrassed
if people knew they were seeing
a counsellor/psychotherapist.
Not knowing any counsellors/
psychotherapists in the local area
and not knowing how to go about
making an appointment were also
perceived as potential barriers.
Making an Appointment
Most Irish adults imagine that their
GP is the logical way to go about
making an appointment to see a
counsellor/psychotherapist. Those
over 65, living outside Dublin, rural
dwellers and farmers are most likely
to see their GP as the logical route.
One in 5 would search online and
almost 1 in 4 would ask friends/
family how they would go about
making an appointment – and this
is elevated for those under 24 and
those living in Dublin.

N

ot knowing any
counsellors/
psychotherapists in
the local area and not
knowing how to go about
making an appointment
were also perceived as
potential barriers
Online Counselling/Psychotherapy
More than a third of Irish adults
would be likely to opt for online
counselling/psychotherapy (13%
‘very likely’ and 23% ‘likely’).
However, half of Irish adults would
be unlikely to opt for this – with 37%
saying they would be ‘very unlikely’
to. Dublin dwellers and younger
people are more open to opting for
online counselling/psychotherapy.
Counselling/Psychotherapy for
Children
More than 9 in 10 Irish adults think
that it’s a good idea for children and
adolescents to see a counsellor/
psychotherapist if struggling with
their mental health. Almost two-thirds
are in strong agreement with this.
Practically all (99%) in the family teen
life-stage agree with this.
Further to this, almost 9 in 10
think that counselling/psychotherapy
should be available in all schools
in Ireland. Nearly all of those in the
family teen and pre-teen life-stages
think that this should be the case.
Funding for Counselling/
Psychotherapy
There is very strong support amongst
Irish adults for universal availability
and funding of counselling/
psychotherapy. Almost 9 in 10
people say it should be State funded
for all people experiencing mental
health difficulties, and that it should
be included as a tax relief/benefit
similar to other areas. More than 4
in 5 say that it should be available
to all medical card holders and that
it should be a benefit of private

health insurance. Those aged 2534 are the most likely to support
universal availability and funding of
counselling/psychotherapy – and
this is the age cohort that is also the
most likely to say affordability is a
potential barrier of access for them.
Implications for Counselling/
Psychotherapy
As GPs are considered to be the
most logical point of access for
counselling/psychotherapy for 3 in 4
adults in Ireland, improving structural
links between GPs and therapeutic
practitioners is a key consideration
for the future. Enhancing GP’s
understanding of the counselling/
psychotherapy profession could form
part of this strategy. In line with this,
the perception that counselling/
psychotherapy is not well understood
by people in general points to the
need for more public awareness and
information raising strategies.
Face-to-face counselling is the
preferred option for most Irish
adults, with half saying they would be
unlikely to choose online counselling/
psychotherapy. However, more than
a third would be likely to opt for
online and it is Dublin dwellers and
younger people who are particularly
open to this. We know from the IACP
members’ survey in 2018 that 10%
of the membership currently offers
online counselling/psychotherapy
and that out of those who do not
offer it, 31% would like to be able to.
Training in this area is the perceived
barrier for more than half of these
– either not having the right training
or not thinking the right training
is available. Almost a quarter say
they do not feel confident relying on
technology. There is a clear training
gap in this area and if counsellors/
psychotherapists are to be able
to meet the needs of those who
wish to avail of online counselling/
psychotherapy this gap in training
deserves further attention.
The very strong agreement found
amongst Irish adults that children and
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adolescents should see a counsellor/
psychotherapist if struggling with their
mental health and that counselling/
psychotherapy should be available in
all schools in Ireland should contribute
to policy making in the area of youth
mental health.
Conclusion
The results of the IACP / B&A 2019
general public survey indicate a
notable decline in the proportion of
Irish adults who report experiencing
stress ‘often’ while those who report
that they ‘never’ experience stress
has increased since the last general
public survey in 2016.
Experience of mental health
difficulties are reported most acutely
amongst those in the family teen
life-stage, by Dublin and urban
dwellers and by those aged 35-49.
Those over 65 and empty nesters
report experiencing the least mental
health difficulties. Those in the family
teen life-stage are the most likely
to struggle with a range of difficult
feelings.
When experiencing a mental
health difficulty, Irish adults find that
talking about it is the most helpful
thing – especially to a person close
to them, to a GP or to a counsellor/
psychotherapist. Taking physical
exercise comes second to talking as
a helpful strategy.
As we’ve seen, Irish adults
have broadly positive attitudes to
mental health. However, there is
a fear or reticence when it comes
to self-disclosure. Most would not
want others to know if they were
experiencing a mental health difficulty
– and most would find it difficult to
discuss this with an employer.
While suicide rates have declined
in Ireland in recent years, this
research points to an increase in
those who say they’ve been affected
by suicide – either in their family
or amongst friends, neighbours
or colleagues. This is likely to be
indicative of greater awareness
and acknowledgement of suicide in
22
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society today. Most Irish adults think
that they should talk to someone
close who might have suicidal
thoughts – or they should suggest
seeking professional help. However,
a significant proportion would be
afraid to initiate a conversation.
The proportion of Irish adults
who have attended counselling/
psychotherapy is consistent over
the last number of years. Women
are more likely than men to have
personally attended and they are also
more open to attending in the future.
Most agree that it is a good idea to
attend counselling/psychotherapy
if struggling with mental health,
and half would see no barriers to
attending. However, up to a quarter
would consider affordability a potential
barrier – and this is further highlighted
by the findings of this research
which reveal strong support for
access to state funded counselling/
psychotherapy for those who need it.
Preliminary results from the short
IACP / B&A mental health survey
put to the general public during the
Covid-19 crisis indicate that levels
of stress, anxiety, depression and
loneliness/isolation amongst Irish
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adults are all raised – with the most
notable increases in the areas of
anxiety and loneliness/isolation. A
full comparative analysis is underway
and will be reported on in a follow-up
piece for this journal.
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